**Wonder Sentence Prompts**

Once you have now read a little bit about your general topic, the next step is to reflect on the ideas and facts you have encountered on your topic.

This is a brainstorm. Consider your thoughts as you were reading your reference article.

**Procedure**

1. Brainstorm as many sentences as you can, based on what you have learned recently about this topic.
2. Make sure you use at least two different sentence starters. See how many you can use! *(Example)*

   I find it interesting that...

   I am curious about...

   This reminds me of...

   I can’t believe that...

   This contradicts...

   It does not seem logical that...

   I have more questions about....

   My biases are.... I see them impacting my reading in this way...

*After working with your partner*...

This week, I want to be focusing on this question:

**Reflect:**

What challenge or new understanding did you encounter when wondering and questioning today?